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Coeds Applaud
Men For Action
In Recent Crisis
Thursday
May 7, 1959
To the Men's Assembly:
We wish that the Bates men
could all have seen the reaction
in every girls' dorm when
Hathorn bell began to ring last
Monday night at 6:30. Smiles of
relief, windows and doors flying
open, and screams of victory as
loud as any ever heard in honor
of any winning Bates team,
clearly evidenced the fact that a
big lid had been lifted off the
campus — on the women's side
as well as the men's.
The Bates co-eds were given a
real reason last weekend to be
proud of the way the other side
of campus can face a problem.
We all would like to take this opportunity to let those who were
"sweating it out" and those who
had to make a decision that the
women were 1007c behind them
all the way.
Experience Is Beneficial
If we have given something up
in canceling this year's Mayoralty, we have gained something
too. One of the biggest benefits
claimed for Mayoralty has been
the fact that in it we were doing something together. This
part of Mayoralty is one of those
original objectives mentioned in
the letter of the joint committee
on Mayoralty.
In assuming responsibility collectively for the shortcomings,
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Seniors Capture Top
At Honors Day Exercises
which are inevitable when something gets too big and too important, we have done something together. The women accept their share of the responsibility for the size which Mayoralty was assuming, and since women are always talking about
reducing, we will be ready to do
our part in helping Mayoralty
with its diet.
Have Faith In Mayoralty
If there were not every promise for an improvement of something that means a great deal to
all of us, this letter would not
have been started. We are proud
of the teamwork on our small,
friendly campus. Because of it,
we have every faith that the
next Mayoralty campaign will be
the best ever.
As for this year when time
and effort and money may seemingly have gone to waste, we
feel that the togetherness with
which a disappointment has been
accepted and the relief that a
little campus crisis was passed,
brought us very close to the
spirit of Mayoralty. And after
all, that is the most important
part of it.
Sincerely,
Brenda Whittaker '60
President
Student Government

Costello Passes On; {Highest Honors Go To Say ward,
Served As College Schmeller, Tanzer; PBK Elects
Trustee Since 1916 Fourteen seniors will graduate from Bates College with
Funeral services were held in
the Chapel last Saturday afternoon for Louis Bartlett Costello,
president of the Lewiston Daily
Sun and trustee of the college.
Dr. Percy L. Vernon and the
Reverend Carl E. McAllister officiated with Dean-Emeritus
Harry W. Rowe offering the
eulogy.
Mr. Cotello graduated from the
college in 1898. In his undergraduate days he served as business
manager of the monthly magazine, leader in the Athletic Association, president of his senior
class, and did much to establish
the college's program of intercollegiate debating. He was a
member of the Fourth Pioneer
Team and was elected to the
Senior Honorary-College Service
Club.
Serves As Publisher, Banker
Mr. Costello served the college
and his church devotedly through
the years, and was prominent as
a publisher and a banker. In
1926 he became treasurer and
general manager of the Lewiston
Daily Sun Corporation, and was
(Continued on page four)

Ivy Dance Highlights
Ted Herbert's Band
Elvia Magnuson and John
Prothero, co-chairman of the Ivy
Dance have recently announced
their plans for this annual event.
It will be held as usual in the

By Subscription

i Alumni Gymnasium from 811:45 p.m. on Saturday, May 16.
Centering around a theme
| called "Fantasia", the decorations
, will feature dream-like, ima-

Jon Prothero and Elvia Magnuson, co-chairmen of Ivy Dance
pick some ivy in preparation for Saturday's gala event which
promises to be entertaining and fun for all.

ginative creations. Objects such
as flowers, Miss Magnuson states
will be "realistic but dreamily
exaggerated." The refreshments
served during the intermission
will coincide with the general
theme.
Ted Herbert Provides Music
Richard Vinal, class president,
will join the chaperones in the
receiving line. Members of the
faculty present will be President
and Mrs. Charles F. Phillips,
Dean and Mrs. Rayborn L. Zerby, Prof, and Mrs. Dwight
Walsh, and Prof, and Mrs. Robert Peck.
Music will be furnished by
Ted Herbert and his band. Uppcrclassmen may remember this
group as they played with Bob
Bachelor at the Carnival Dance
of 1957. Entertainment will also
be furnished during the intermissions, but the committee has
not released information concerning this as yet.
Tickets will be sold at Commons at a time to be posted on
the bulletin board. They will be
sold at $3 per couple.

Departmental Honors, June 7, Dr. William B. Thomas, chairman of the committee on departmental honor study, announced this morning at Honors Day Chapel exercises. Of
the fourteen, six will graduate with honors, five with high
honors, and three with highest honors.
The election of thirteen seniors
to the Gamma Chapter of Phi Kastner, in Spanish; Howard C.
Beta Kappa was announced by Kunreuther, in economics; Everett C. Ladd, Jr., in government;
Dr. Edwin M. Wright president
and Marjorie Scott, in biology.
of the chapter. Other announceNamed for highest honors were
ments made at the assembly inCharles W. Sayward, in philoscluded elections to Delta Sigma
ophy; Kurt R. Schmeller, in hisRho, the Bates Key, College Club,
tory; and Jason M. Tanzer, in
and many individual awards.
biology.
Seniors graduating with honElect Phi Beta Kappa
ors as the result of the successDr. Edwin M. Wright anful completion of study projects
nounced the following selections
in their respective major departto Phi Beta Kappa; Patricia A.
ments include: Patricia A. Baker,
in economics; Alan L. Comen, in Baker, Victoria Daniels, Betty J.
.Drum, Joan C. Enge\s, Anita H.
chemistry; David B. Harper, in ] „
„
7TI
..
.
..
...... |Kastner, Howard C. Kunreuther,
geology; Henry J^ Keigwin, ftjEftntt c. Laddi Jr. wiIIard c.
biology; Willard G. Martin, in
Martin, George W. Pickering,
economics; and George W. PickCharles W. Sayward, Kurt R.
ering, in history.
Schmeller, Janet E. Spiers, and
Named for high honors: Joan Jason M. Tanzer.
C. Engels, in geology; Anita R.
Dr. Hoosag Gregory, president
of the Bates Chapter, named five
students to Delta Sigma Rho, national forensic society. The three
seniors who had been previously
elected as juniors included King
V. Cheek, Everett C. Ladd, r.,
and Willard G. Martin. The two
This past weekend the Outing juniors newly elected were Mary
Club held its annual Advance at Ellen Crook and John B. Lawton,
Bridgton, Maine. Getting to- Jr.
gether each spring at a camp at
Elections to the Bates Key and
one of the area's many lakes, the the College Club, honorary alumCouncil takes this opportunity to ni societies for women and for
evaluate the year's activities and men, were announced by Mrs.
plan the Council's program and Samuel F. Harms, president of
philosophy for the next year.
the Bates Key, and Brooks QuimThe Council members arrived by, chairman of nominations for
Friday night and early Saturday senior men.
afternoon. Saturday was spent Chosen For Bates Key
canoing and hiking. Some brave
Elected to the Bates Key were
(or perhaps foolhardy) people Joan C. Engels. Barbara Farneven managed a dip in the lake. ham Anita R. Kastner, and Janet
On Saturday evening the for- E. Spiers.
mal business meeting was held.
Elected to the College Club
At this time the Council dis- were Raymond C. Castelpoggi,
cussed such things as the reor- King V. Cheek. Jr.. James J.
ganization of the Hickories, Geanakos. Martin W. Kane, Lee
Spring Outing, and events for the E. Larson. Willard G. Martin,
coming year.
George W. Pickering. David L.
Dr. T. P. Wright and Mr. Smith. Michael Vartabedian, and
Richard Sampson, the advisors Calvin C. Wilson.
Individual prizes and awards
for the Outing Club, were the
were made to students at the
chaperones for the weekend.
The last OC sponsored event Honors Day exercises by Dr.
of the year will be the Popham Rayborn L. Zerby, Dean of the
Beach clambake this Sunday. Faculty, who president over the
Students will be leaving the program.
campus in the morning to spend Present Debating Awards
the day at the beach and enjoy
The Almon Cyrus Libby Mea traditional New England clam- morial Awards is given to each
bake. Transportation will be winnig team in the freshman and
provided. The cost for the bus sophomore debate divisions, and1
will be $1.50.
(Continued on page two)

OC Has Annual
Outing; Evaluate
Year's Activities
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Broon Eyes Potential Candidates
For 1960 Presidential Elections
By RICHARD G. PARKER
Robert R. Broon, American
News Editor of the Christian
Science Monitor.
was guest
speaker at last Thursday's Citizenship Laboratory held in the
Filene Room. Broon, who graduated from the University of California, is a native of San Francisco and has been a resident of
Boston for the past seven years.
His address centered around
the 1960 Presidential election. As
an introduction to his talk,
Broon discussed the reasons for
the Democratic victory in the
1958 Congressional elections. He
felt that the people did not so
much vote IN FAVOR OF the
Democrats and what they stood
for, but rather AGAINST the
group who was running the administration at that time.
Refuse Political Spoils
"Why the Republicans lost,"
he said, "is more important than
why the Democrats won." The
point of view of the Republicans
In the Senate was, and still is,
that ever since the Eisenhower
administration came into power.
professional politicians have not
been rewarded with enough
"spoils" (political jobs). Other
reasons that Broon set forth for
the Republican defeat were: (1)
"Old guard" senators refused to
go along with social legislation
and "the easy-spending" policy;
(2) the Middle-western farmers
were dissatisfied with Secretary
of Agriculture Benson's attempt
to cut the number of subsidies;
and (3) the Democrats put up
young,
thoughtful candidates
who appealed to the voters.
Broon pointed out that the
coming 1960 elections will find
Vice President Nixon and New
York Governor Rockefeller as
the leading Republican Presidential candidates. Broon felt that
Nixon, because of his political
record, was a favorite, although
he has made some enemies.
Broon felt that Nixon "has taken
some fine stands" as in the case

Calendar
Today
Honors Day
Ivy Dance Tickets, 5:30-6:30,
Chase
CA Vespers, 9:15-9:45, Chapel
Thursday
Freshman Week Orientation
Committee, 4-5 p. m., Conference Room, Roger Williams Hall
Friday
Baseball, Tennis, and Golf
Games, Home
Saturday
Baseball, Track, and Tennis
Games, Home
Ivy Dance, 8-11:45 p.m., Alumni Gymnasium
Stu-G Open House, 11:45-1:00.
Women's Union
Sunday
Clambake. 9:00-8:00. Popham
Beach; to be held in Cage in
case of rain. 8:00-6:00
Wednesday
Last Chapel

Monday
St. Dominic's High
Chorus
Wednesday
Senior Last Chapel

School

The CA announced at the last
j Cabinet meeting that information
concerning the O-At-Ka Conference has arrived. This is an
I interdenominational conference
I held in the early part of June
in East Sebago. Maine.
The conference is under the
auspices of the Student Christian
Movement in New England. Details can be found by contacting
either John Lawton or Audrey
Philcox. Anyone interested in
going may see these people or
i mention it to their dormitory
representative.
The Cabinet announced that
, David Boone has been appointed
chairman of the Stanton Ride for
next fall. Stephen Hotchkiss will
be chairman of the IMUR party.

of the first Sputnik launching,
when Nixon stressed its threat to
our future and the future of the
I world.
I

Democrats Remain Vague
Broon also cited the important
j qualities of each of the several
capable and potential Democratic candidates. "There are no
really outstanding ones." he said,
"and none really overshadows
the other. Stevenson has been
defeated twice, and will probably
not be nominated. Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts is the
front-runner and has a strong
chance. His major drawback is
that he is a Roman Catholic;
this country has never seen a
Roman Catholic president."
"Governor Williams of Michigan is unlikely to be nominated
because of the financial status of
his state. Senator Symington of
Missouri, whose chief platform
would seem to be 'more missiles',
could be a 'dark horse'. Another
prospect is Senator Johnson of
Texas who has extensive power
in Washington." "However." said
Broon. "he is too much of a manipulator, and some say he'll meet
himself coming around a corner."

Honors Day

(Continued from page one)
to the best individual speaker in
each division. In the Freshman
Prize Debate the winning team
consisted of Grant S. Lewis and
Richard E. Carlson. The best individual speaker was Grant S.
Lewis. The winning team of
Jack H. Simmons and John W.
Marino captured first place captured first place in the Sophomore Prize Debate. Best individual speaker was Neil Newman.
Politics Continue Unstable
The Oren Nelson Hilton. 71.
Broon also stated that the
Democrats' division on Civil Prize, awarded to the man and
Rights, plus their Southern con- woman in the freshman class
servative blocfl. will be a prob- j judged best in extemporaneous
lem in the coming election. He speaking, was given to Nancy A.
summarized the immediate fu- Luther and Grant S. Lewis.
ture of American politics with
The Charles Sumner Libby
three statements: (1) "it will be Memorial Fund Prizes, given to
difficult for the Democrats to the winenrs of the first and secreconcile party differences;" (2) ond places in the Senior-Junior
"the United States is and will Prize Speaking Contest: 1st prize
continue to be politically un- won won by Regina D. Abbiati
stable — thus future voting and 2nd prize by John B. Lawcould go either way;" (3) "we ton, Jr.
are entering a new political era
The Irving Cushing Phillips,
which demands more intelli- '76, Award, given to the one who
gence and leadership than ever made the most progress in debate
before."
or public speaking was captured
by Malcolm D. MacBain.
The Alice Jane Dinsmore. '08,
English Literature Prize for the
woman in the sophomore or
freshman class excelling in creative work in either prose or
poetry, was won by Sarah L.
Carroll.
On Saturday, May 9, in AugusShows Creative Ability
ta, Brenda Whittaker '60 was
The English Composition Prize
elected president of the Student
to
the member of the sophomore
Education Association of the
class who shows excellence in
State of Maine.
English composition went to
She will represent the state as- Barbara Naiman. An award in
sociation at the National Educa- memory of William Stewart Sention Association's Annual Con- seney, '49, to the student who has
vention in St. Louis this summer. shown
outstanding
creative
Miss Whittaker was also recent- abiilty and promise in writing
ly picked by her classmates as and/or the dramatic arts was
president of the Women's Stu- awarded to Regina D. Abbiati.
dent Government.
The William H. Hartshorn
English Literature Prize to the
senior who has attained the highest rank in English literature
during junior and senior years
was divided between Nancy G.,
Tyler and Hilda K. Johnson.
The Albion Morse Stevens

Whittaker Wins
Prexy Position
In State Club

ON RECORD!

The "Meris" Sing
on RCA "45" EP
BUY YOUR RECORD
AT 10% DISCOUNT

Chapel Schedule

Boone Heads
Stanton Ride

Win Highest Honors

before Saturday noon
Give Your Order
to any "Meri"

Stu-6 Contributes
To WRIR Crusade

Jason Tanzer
Prize in Foreign Languages,
given to the man and woman in
the freshman or sophomore class
who has done the best in a foreign language, went to Henrietta
A. Dodson, '62, and James S.
Evans, '62.
The West Gould Willis Award
for excellence in reading from
the Bible was given to Patricia
A. Richmond and Bonnie N.
Richman.
Wins Biology Prixe
A prize in memory of William
F. Manuel, '15, to the senior who
has made the most significant
progress in biology was awarded
to Peter E. Carey.
In recognition of William
Hayes Sawyer, Jr., '13, for
twenty-five years an advisor tp
the Outing Club, an award to the
senior woman who has rendered
outstanding service to the Outing Club, went to Joan C. Engels.
In memory of Harold Norris

strand

!
j
,

Vice-presidents joined the
Stu-G Board last Wednesday
evening in their weekly meeting.
Discussion centered around two
individual cases which were
brought back from the Women's
Student Government Conference
at Colby.
Brenda Whittaker relayed to
the board members how these
two cases were handled at another school. Then the new proctors formulated reminders for
these cases keeping in mind that
reminders are to be constructive.
rather than punitive.
Stu-G realizes the important
role that a campus radio station
plays in student communications.
It was agreed to contribute $25
to the current WRJR campaign.
Goodspeed, Jr., '40, an annual
award to the male student who
renders the greatest measure of
service to the Outing Club and its
activities, was presented to Lee
E. Larson.
Calvin C. Wilson, Hudson, N.
Y., won the College Club annual
award given to the senior man
whose services to the musical organizations have been the most
outstanding.
Taking into account scholarship, leadership general campus
standing, and future interest in
the American Association of University Women, its State of Maine
(Continued on page four)

NOW
EMPIRE
CJ m. C X J* Jb pLAYiNG

Thurs.. Fri., Sat.

'HORRORS OF THE
BLACK MUSEUM'
HEADLESS GHOST
PARAM0UH1 PRESENTS * MM Dl [AUREHTIIS PROOIDHH

I

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.

Ritz Theatre
THURS.-SAT.—
"MY UNCLE"
Jacques Tati
"TRUTH ABOUT WOMEN'
SUN.-TUES.—

"ANNA LUCASTA"
"RIOT IN
JUVENILE JAIL"

TECHNICOLOR9; T£CHNIRAMA» \

Van Heflin - Silvana-Mangano j
Viveca Lindfors - G. Home j
Starts Sunday:
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS'!

ATTENTION. STUDENTS!

"Gigi"

— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —

Les Caron

Corner of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials for you
(1)
LUBRICATION . . $1
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off

"FRONTIER GUN"
(Closed Wednesdays)

/??
THREE
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Smith Speaks On Turkey; Muskie Accepts Judges Pick Luther, Lewis
Relates Own Experiences Doctorate From As Best Frosh Speakers
College In Penn.

Dr. Edward Smith, of the SoThe finals are usually oral
cial Sciences Department, spoke since '.hey don't have enough I
Senator Edmund S. Muskic of
during Friday's Chapel about his time to take written exams. The
Maine
will be the main speaker
experiences as a guest lecturer at finals are taken by tenths' of
the University of Ankara in classes, each tenth having an at Lafayette College's 124th comTurkey.
exam on a different subject. mencement ceremonies June 5th
Turkey, he said emphatically, However they don't know which in Easton, Pennsylvania.
"is an underdeveloped country, subject until a few minutes beA trustee and Phi Beta Kappa
not an undeveloped one." Edu- fore they take it. This means that
graduate
of Bates College and a
cation, he implied, holds an im- all subjects must be prepared for.
portant place in modern Turkey. When the exam subjects arc an- '< Waterville lawyer, Muskic is one
The proselytes convene in Anka- nounced for the different tenths I of several men to be honored by
ra or Instanbul in late September either a chorus of cheers or i Lafayette as lawyers and cducato take entrance exams. These groans, depending on the situa- li tors who arc offering their serI vices and talents in executive
exams are .really placement tion, is heard.
1
political roles.
exams since anyone with a secFinally, at commencement, the
Muskie and Gov. Mark Hatondary school diploma is auto- students draw up a folio of adopmatically admitted to the Uni- tions, "not too serious," Dr.; field of Oregon, former dean of
versity. Usually three of four Smith said, criticizing or praising j: students and associate professor
are taken in order of course pref- the events the students arc con- [ of political science at Willamette
I University, will be awarded honerence.
cerned over or pleased with.
orary doctor of laws degrees.
Cites Living Quarters
Thus a glimmer of responsible
Hatfield, a Republican, won
Of the student body ninety ' action pervades the final scene of
| election as governor last fall in
percent are boys and ten percent. a student's career,
an otherwise Democratic landare girls. Dr. Smith attributed |
slide in Oregon. Muskie. who was
this to the marriage laws allowthe governor of Maine until last
ing a girl to be married at
CA Paintings
fall,
is the first Democrat ever
eighteen. Approximately one half
All CA paintings should be
elected a Senator by the peoof the students live with relareturned to the CA Office on
ple of traditionally Republican
tives in Ankara while the other
Monday, May 18, 5-7 p. m.
Maine.
half is housed in dormitories
provided by the school. The
men's dormitories, from what
Dr. Smith said, lacked privacy
if anything is to be said of them.
The occupants slept in bunk
beds, 100 to a sleeping room.
Stud; :■' Of the Political Sciclasses are chosen not for
proficiency in foreign languages,
"but for interest in the course
its. If . . . ," said Dr. Smith. He
himself worked through an interpreter. The students take 30
hours of classes per week, however Dr. Smith was certain that
thi ; was due to the scarcity of
books for .the reading assignments. The few books there are,
are passed around by the students among themselves. This is
because the library is closed
early at night and too much time
is lost going to and from the library to pick them up.
Spring fever bursts forth in a spontaneous street dance

SINGER
offers

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH CAREER OPPORTUNITY
A unique summer employment opportunity with challenging career
possibilities, limited only by your ambition and ability, with a well established international organization, is available to all undergraduates.
Work this summer in one of the 1500 branches of the SINGER Sewing
Machine Company near your home. Gain valuable business experience
while earning salary plus commission. Your potential abilities will be
developed b'y our proven training program.
Successful men who wish to finance their education may continue on
a part-time basis during school term. All successful men will be given a
graduation career opportunity with a chance for advancement in Domestic
Sales, Foreign Distribution, Advertising, Engineering, Finance, etc.
For personal interview, write, stating name and location of college,
area of desired employment, course or major, and year of graduation, to:

SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
SINGER BUILDING
149 Broadway

By ROBERTA DAVIS
Nancy Luther and Grant Lewis were each awarded $10 as the
best girl and boy speakers at the
Freshman
Extemporaneous
Speaking contest. Judging were
Dr. Edward Smith. Dr. Hoosag
Gregory, and Mr. Karl Rosen.
Lynn Croshaw '62 served as
chairman. Other participants ineluded Sharon Chase, Richard
Carlson, Rachel Harper, Rebecca Bishop. Una Fosdick. Marianne Bickford. and Richard
Jeter.
Miss Luther spoke on the
West Berlin crisis, bringing out
Moscow's objectives. First, she
said, the USSR wants to solidify

l its position in that area in order
to maintain the status quo in the
of allied pressure for Ger, man reunification. Second, West.
1
Berlin is being used to divert attention from Soviet activities in
other parts of the globe.
Discusses Democrats
Possible Democratic candidates
for the presidency in 1960 was
Grant Lewis' topic. He discussed
the positions of senators Kennedy. Symington, and Johnson and
former governor Stevenson.
The subject matter of the
speeches ranged from politics to
television and women's fashions
for 1959. providing an interesting
evening.

Summer Jobs Offer
Last Minute Chance
Summer
mediately to Mrs. William A.
The Mount Washington Hotel, M Lilian, 87 Chestnut Street,
Bretton Woods. New Hampshire Camden. Maine.
has openings for experienced
Interview
waitresses, and for busboys, Wednesday, May 20
Those who are interested should
W. David Dellert will Interw ti mmediately to Mr. James view nun interested in being a
Fleming,
RFD,
Monmouth, counselor at the State Y.M.C.A.
Maine. Candidates that apply
camp. Positions are open for
should also contact the Placemen with ability in a variety of
ment Office.
sports and other activities.
The Governor of Connecticut
has announced that he is restor- Career Opportunities
The United Stales State Deing some funds for the Intensive
Training Program in elementary I partment has announced the next
school teaching for college grad- written Foreign Service Examiuates. Interested students should I na,ion wil1 De December 5. 1959.
write to Mr. William Bennett, I students who are majoring in
Coordinator, Intensive Training \l«*rtO*y, pottUcal science, IanProgram. Teachers College of]B"agv. economics or other relatConnecticut, New Britain. Conn. lcd fie,ds ma>" be interested in apThe Junior Theater at Camden, I plying for the positions con.i rned with financial, commerMaine has a summer vacancy for
cial,
and general administrative
a director. The salary is S400 for
the six week terms plus the pos- duties. Further information is
sibility of a bonus. Room and available in the Guidance Office.
The Children's Cancer Reboard are not supplied. Interested candidates should write im- search Foundation, Inc. is interested in employing a chemistry
major to assist in a synthetic orDRAPER'S
ganic research program. Anyone
interested should write immediBAKERY
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645 ately to Dr. G. Fasman; ChilWe specialize in
dren's Cancer Research FoundaBIRTHDAY CAKES
tion, Inc., 35 Binney St., Boston
and
15. Mass.
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
The Squibb Institute for MedFor Parties
ical
Research has an opening in
Delivery Upon Request
the
pathology
section for a wo54 Ash Street
man with a B.S. degree in biology and with training in histology. Anyone interested should
contact Dr. C. Hans Keysser,
NEED A CAR?
Pathologist, the Squibb Institute
for
Medical Research, New
Or service on your present
Brunswick.
New Jersey.
car? See Shep Lee for a
SIMCA
MG
MORRIS MINOR
PLYMOUTH
DeSOTO

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

or a good

Tel. 4-7326

USED CAR

Call and Delivery

Advance
Auto Sales, Inc.
24 Franklin Street
Dial 4-5775 - Auburn, Me.

INCORPORATED

CLEANSERS & rUioUUU

College Agent, Barbara Farnum

New York 6. New York

ATTENTION: MR. F. A. KOLYER. Director of Sales Promotion

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
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FOUR

Editorials
I

Island In The Sun?

Since the top level foreign ministers' conference is now
underway in Geneva, it would be well to stop and consider
this event for a moment. Far too often, because we are rather
set apart from the world of reality, we forget these things of
great importance to ourselves and our times.

Vet T>o*dU*

Ivy Day

G.V.V. announces free car
polishing service to all two-tone
'58 Ford owners.
The Puddle is a very
handy creation for floating
bath tubs or the diversion of
twelve frogmen as they install a sun bathing platform.

This particular conference and all the goings on of our day Co-ed dancing in Bardwell
Street has become a favorite
have a great influence upon us personally and shape our game for working up a fervent
thirst.
destinies for years to come.
A break in the quiet of

The western bloc, headed by Sec. of State Christian Herter,
the coming weekend will be
Jr., has gone into this conference with one thing in mind. It provided by multitudinous
wishes to try to come to some general agreement on the whole migrations to Brunswick and
the ever popular local estabEuropean problem by means of what is termed the Western lishments.
Richard Vinal, president of the class of '60 and Jane Damon
"Package Plan." This package plan includes considering tire Cheers to the solemn Junior '60, designer of the plaque, plant the Ivy at Coram Library
future of Berlin, German Unity, and European Security, as Class for the Monday morning
demonstration of procession preone single and indivisible question.
cision.

Profs Experiment On
Boston U. Hamsters

This approach is essential according to western thought,
The Pines of Norway welsince there is no real division between the three topics. Ger- comed their blonde daughter
as she made another excurman Unity and European Security are dependent on the fu- sion to the fragrant wilderture of Berlin, and so forth. The Communist Bloc would of ness.
By ANDY FELIX
course like to see the question broken down into the compo- Our warmest regards to the Strange things have been
nent parts, in order to introduce the East German Puppet one and only over rehearsed happening to University hamMother on her day, — The Rog- sters as they brace themselves for
government early in the conference.
er Bill Boys.
another grueling year of having
Then later when more general aspects of the European
question are discussed there, the East Germans would be at
the conference table, parroting the Moscow line. Frankly,
with the state of ill-organization that the Allies are in. one
would never have to fear parroting on the allied side.
Herter Attempts Leadership
One thing that Sec. Herter is trying to do personally is to
regain the American leadership of the allied powers. This
leadership was lost rather naturally when the former Secretary of State, John Foster Dulles, was so ill. This ability to
lead is rather essential since the allies can, and have been
in the past, disorganized and disunited. Only with the
strength of unity will the allies come out of Geneva without
having lost their shirts.
Opposed to the intentions of the allies, the Russians are
entering the conference with two things in mind. They want
recognition of the East German puppet government. A corollary of this is of course that they do not wish a unified Germany. Secondly, they want not only to oust the allies from
Berlin, but also to oust any form of West German government that is opposed to the continued Bolshevik control of
East Germany.
Berlin has been and is the crux of the present European
question. It has been said, and rightly so, that Berlin is fulfilling one of the most important tasks that any ciy can fulfill. It is an island — an island, amid the perils of Communism. It is the only place to which people can go if they wish
to escape from Communism. Literally thousands of people
per day cross the borders from East Berlin to West, seeking
a new life. In this role Berlin has been a symbol — a symbol
of freedom; and it is for this reason the communists wish to
wipe it off the map.
Positive Action Needed
It has been said by many people, for instance Hans Kohn,
that this is a real problem and like real problems, it has no
cut and dry answer, that we must learn to live with it and
to adjust to it. This conference must prove to the Communists
that a majority of the people do not hold to this completely.
People read the Communists wrong if they believe that the
Communists would not hesitate to use even war, if it were
to their advantage and if they did not have to risk too much.
It is up to the allied members, in part, to see that we never
get into that situation where we can be taken advantage of.
The world is not the rational place that people have been
hoping for too many years. As long as there is a power center
left in the world that wants to play power politics, the rest
of the world is forced to defend itself. One cannot long remain
tolerant or intolerant. We must not.
F. C. G.

A Goldmuntz Memorial
Softball plaque will be implanted near deep center
field where Ren almost lost
his.
It seems that John has
lost his ring. Could it be thai
Mary Ellen knows where it
is??
Instead of the usual Batesy
•"Hi." Jim was greeted by one
of the band girls with a "Man,
dig those crazy legs."
A small, friendly, coeducationaly college was invaded by a swarm of musically
inclined bees.
A certain Billy Goat acquired
an extra horn on the left corner
of his forehead.
Padre CORNelius, your
sermon was the "ginchiest."
The Chung-mobile was saved
from being towed away by its
owner getting out of the movie
just in time. How he does it we'll
never know.
Ray is a most welcomed
sight in the Den since he is
a firm believer in the 15 cent
cheeseburger.
Knock, knock. "Who's there?"
"It's Count with a basket of
goodies."
It just might be getting
about that time to drag Panda out of the East Parker
mothballs.

Honors Day
(Continued from page two)
division elects to membership
Nancy G. Tyler.
Viles Win
The Good Citizensihp Trophy,
presented to the College by Foster Furcolo, of Massachusetts
(former treasurer of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, one
of its ex-congressmen and now
governor) is given annually by
the Bates Political Union to the
individual or group doing the
most during the academic year to
further good citizenship on the
campus. This year the trophy
goes to Robert M. Viles.
The Bates Oratorical Contest
was won by Erika J. Hansloser.
'62, and second place went to
Clifford A. Lawrence, '59.

was performed the talcum would
remain on the hamster's organ.
In many instances the heart
was found to be so irritated that
the hamster simply curled up
on the operating table and
their deep dark secrets revealed ,
laughed himself to death.
for the benefit of mankind.
Transplants of tissue through j Use Talcum Powder
skin grafting have recently been j Dr. Patt and his staff experisuccessful in identical hamster, mented with this problem by
twins and others of close rela- putting talcum in the pouch of
tionship, Experimentation on i the hamsters. In addition to
the Golden Hamster (he can do, causing the growth of a tumor,
no wrong), a name which is very it resulted in the loss of many
appropriate for the tawriV brown young hamsters due to sneezing.
rodent has dealt with the prob- But science marches on. and the
lem of grafting webbed feet on hamsters have been walking off
the little "critters." These ham- with the lab. A zealous underster grafts have been successful grad crossed the whole hamster
to a point where, within a year, colony with a pair of virile pack
all traces of the grafted ham- rats, resulting in all loose lab
ster disappears, leaving only his apparatus being transported to a
aqua lung as a reminder of his subterranean nest on the Dorsorrowful sacrifice for humanity. chester MTA.
Such is a typical day at the
Chinese Hamster Takes Over
In the tumor department the Boston University Cancer reheroic Golden hamster has been search center. As soon as the
rudely brushed aside by his grants from the federal governcountry cousin, the Chinese ham- ment and American Cancer Soster. This hamster who is gray ciety pour in again, the wheels
and smaller in size than his gold of progress will turn once more,
colored cousin has been found this time using the ever popular
much heartier and more yield- adrenal cortex of the White Rat!
ing to the scalpel. Originally
trapped in Manchuria by using
the counter weighted noose
method baited with ripe lichee
(Continued from page one)
nuts, the Chinese hamster has elected president of the publishdemonstrated his fearless patri- ing corporation in 1945.
otism when facing Dr. Donald
He became a trustee of the
Patt, CLA professor of biology in college in 1916 and was a memthe brown building on Common- ber of the Board of Fellows bewealth avenue.
fore his passing on. The college
A few years ago, surgeons were awarded Mr. Costello an honorusing a talcum powder on their ary degree of Doctor of Laws in
gloves. When a heart operation 1952.

Costello
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Madison Ave. Boys Create New Robinson Players Become
Needs By Utilizing Gimmicks Campus Tradition Today
The advertising business in the
United States is one of the most
interesting highlights for a person who is in America for a short
visit. Pick up a newspaper or a
magazine and scan through the
pages. You will never fail to
see diversified advertisements
cleverly worded to attract attention.
Tune in to any old channel on

TV. Every five or ten minutes, a
short intermission takes place,
during which time some young
and charming lady or some suave
gentleman breaks into your living room or bedroom and chats
with you on some product that he
or she thinks is fabulous.
The most striking of advertisements and commercials is one put
on by a cigaret company. It shows

a big shot who devotes his leisure in doing someting creative.
When asked what brand of cigarets he smokes what do you
think he would say? A thinking
man's cigarets, of
course! If
you only stop to think for a moment, you would probably form
the opinion that this particular
cigaret company does not cater to
slobs.

originally a group known as the
By G. J. VAN BURK
It seems that we are surround- English 4-A Players. As the name
ed by traditions at Bates, wheth- suggests, the group was an outer we like to admit it or not. This growth of an English course in
week has been a week when we the writing and appreciation of
have seen several of them at once drama given by Prof. A. Craig
Baird of the English Department.
on the Bates campus.
In May 1922 the first program
All of us are aware of the Robinson Players and the Little of two original prays was given
Theater. All of us realize the tre- under the direction of Prof. Baird
mendous amount of work that and Prof. G. M. Robinson. Durgoes into each production given ing the summer session of 1922,
in Hathorn Hall. The history be- the group gave three more plays
hind dramatics, however, is like in keeping with the Little Theathe greater part of an iceberg; it ter tradition. When Prof. Baird
retired Prof. Robinson took over
remains hidden from view.
Produce Shakespeare At Empire control of the players.
Prior to World War I, Bates Alumni Make Good In Show-Biz
In 1930 the group produced
had never done very much in the
dramatic field. In the gay '90's, "Outward Bound." The cast inseveral
Shakespearean
plays cluded Miss Dorothy Stiles, Edwere given down street in what win Milk, Jeffrey Lynn, and Samis now the Empire Theater. Start- uel Gould. Three of the four are
ing in the year 1912 the sen- now in some field of drama. Miss
ior class gave a Greek play at Stiles, who is now the wife of
commencement on the steps of Michael Blankfort, has collaborCoram Library. Any other drama ated with her husband on sevgiven on the campus was pre- eral plays which have been prosented in the chapel which was duced in Summer Stock. MrM
located in lower Hathorn Hall Lynn and Mr. Milk have appearwhere the classes in philosophy ed on stage, screen and radio.
The Players progressed with
and mechanical drawing are
an increasing student interest on
now given.
After W. W. I a flood of stu- campus. This was due chiefly to
dents came back to Bates and the the untiring efforts of Prof. Rob,
chapel was moved upstairs to as Professor Robinson was affecwhat is now the Little Theater. tionately known to all of his stuThere was, at that time, no stage. dents. By 1931 the group began
So in the summer of 1920 a stu- to think seriously of a new thedent who was interested in ater in which to present their
drama offered to build one. The plays. The proceeds from the last
sound of Stanley Spratt's ham- play of that season was set aside
mer could be heard during the for the beginning of a fund for
daytime and half of the night as a new theater.
he worked on the stage. Although Honor Prof. Robinson
In 1938 Prof. Rob retired, and
an exceptional student and athlete, Spratt had bitten off more a new instructor, Miss Lavinia
than he could chew, forcing the Schaeffer, took over the direcbursar of the college to call in tion of the group. Later in the
professional carpenters to finish same year the group changed its
the job in the fall. This event name to the Robinson Players in
marked the beginning of dra- honor of the gentleman who
matics, as we now have it, on gave so much of his time in the
advancement of the group. On
the Bates campus.
The Robinson Players were November 4th the group gave its
first play under its new name.
The years have passed by swiftly and at last we can see the results of a dream whose seed
germinted twenty-eight years
ago in the slowly progressing
wing of Pettigrew Hall.

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family

For A

Kosher Style Meal
or Evening Snack

GORDON'S
Our experienced Trust
Department will be glad
to work with you and
•your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.

•
Tareyton's Dual Filter
filters as no single filter can:
1. It combines an efficient pure
white outer filter...
2. with a unique inner filter of
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ... Which has

been definitely proved lo make the
smoke ol a cigarette milder and
smoother.
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THE TAREYTON RING
MARKS THE REAL THING!
Hooray for college students! They're
making new Dual Filter Tareyton
the big smoke on American campuses I
Are you part of this movement?
If so, thanks. If not, try em!

FILTER Tareyton
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Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

Serving Bates Students
For 24 Year*
Home of Hot Pastromi
Sandwiches and Pizza
187 Main St. 'Tel. 3-1031
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For Graduation
Have Your Friends and
Family stay at

SWAN

DEPOSITORS
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TOURIST HONE
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the Heart oi Maine
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CaU 2-3721
Under New Management

Main Office: Augusta, Maine
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Jayvees Capture
Two Close Wins
Vs. Schoolboys

Bowdoin, Colby Stop
'Cats In Series Games

Coach Lloyd Lux's JV nine
By JACK DeGANGE
chalked up two wins last week
Coach
Chick
Leahey's
twirlers had a devastating stroke of
By ALAN WAYNE
over Bridgton Academy (4-3)
wildness
in
the
eighth
inning
last Saturday and before the
and Methuen
(Mass.)
High
The final week of competition for those participating in School to bring their record to
debacle was over Bowdoin had tallied eight big runs to pull
what has been a mediocre Spring session is now in progress 4-3. The Kittens face Edward
away from the Garnet and gain a lopsided 13-6 win at Garand will, for the most part, end next Tuesday. State tourna- Little High School of Auburn
celon Field. Until that time Gcr-* twelve hits, Woods was also
ments will occupy the tennis and golf contingents the begin- this afternoon at Garcclon Field. ry Feld and freshman Dick Wilmaintaining fine control as he
ning of next week, while Coach Chick Leahey's crew will Clutch Hit By Hebb
son had kept the visitors under
With the locals trailing 3-2 in
struck out thirteen and walked
wind up their season against NCAA tourney bound Colby the last of the eighth against control with a smattering of hits only
four, a statistic which shows
on Tuesday. The track squad, which has completed its reg- Bridgton on Thursday, and John- and four runs while their team- that the Garnet couldn't get the
ular season, is the exception as it will have representatives ny Lawler and George Riley sta- mates had equalled the score and men on ahead of the hits.
a run to work on.
at the New Englands at Storrs, Conn., on the 23rd and the tioned on third and second re- added
The loss left the Garnet with a
In outhitting the Polar Bears,
spectively,
right
fielder
Ed
Hebb
1-2 record in the State Series as
IC4A's in New York on the 29th and 30th.
12-9, the Garnet were in comunloaded a game winning single
the first round came to a close
*
*
*
I mand until the roof fell in. Bowto center to score his mates for
and with a 2-7 overall record. In
doin scored first and had built
"JOHN DOUGLAS WOULD HAVE brought us up to with- the decision.
the meantime the Polar Bears
up a 3-0 lead before Frank Vana
in a few points of Maine, but it was their day and you have
With the exception of southwere picking up their first Series
to give credit where credit is due," commented Coach Walt paw Bob Gibbons and winning narrowed the margin to 3-2 with win.
a two-run circuit clout in the
Slovenski on the dethroning of his squad by Maine at Water- reliever Lawler, everyone in the third inning. They tied the count Moraes, Kane Star
In a wild affair a week ago
ville last week. "I don't think we could have won with John lineup managed to hit safely. in the fifth inning and then
The Kittens stranded thirteen
yesterday
at Colby, the 'Cats
as there were too many spots where we were not up to par. men on base.
moved in front in the sixth with
succumbed, 14-11 to the White
a
pair
after
Bowdoin
had
scored
The weights killed us and I found Maine to be much stronger Lawler Beats Methuen
Mules and twirler Ray Berberian.
in several events than I had expected, especially the hammer Lawler got the call again the one of its own in their half of Rotund Dick "Chester" Moraes,
and the shot put. I was pleased with most of the kids — Dick following day and weathered the the sixth.
currently the leading hitter on
Pitching Collapses In 81h
LaPointe did well, Larry Boston was excellent and the fresh- attack of a heavy-hitting Meth- Then came the eighth inning. the squad with a .370 mark,
banged out four hits in five apman medley relay team was also pleasing. Maine deserved uen nine, 9-8.
The hosts got ofT to a 6-3 lead Those who were just returning pearances including a home run
what it got."' Of course the speculation as to what effect in the first two innings and held from the track meet at Waterin a losing cause. Capt. Wayne
John's contribution would have had on Maine's 18' _■ point off the schoolboy invaders the ville were saved the torture that Kane also had four hits for the
winning margin continues, but other factors enter into the n ' of the route. Methuen bats- the Bobcats p u t themselves Garnet.
question, namely the very poor showing in the weights. This men bclkd four homers and through. Tin' sudden spurt of er- Rally Falls Short
ratic pitching which has suddenFeld, Wilson and Sutherland
will be resolved next year when the scene shifts to Orono three doubles off Lawler, but ly confronted Coach Leahey was
were unable to halt the Kittens.
all
saw action with Feld getting
and when the Cats should return the title to Lewiston . . . Hathaway Belts Homer
before him once more and after the loss. Colby scored three in
Saturday Walt will take about twenty-two track men to WorSwift Hathaway hit a three Wilson continued to miss the the first, two in the second and
cester for the Easterns, an event in which the locals finished run circuit blast in the first and plate. Jim Sutherland was added eight more in the middle
second last year competing in the Class B Small College Hebb hit a four bugger in the brought in to quell the storm but frames to take a substantial 13-2
10 was having his problems lead going into the eighth. At
division. Douglas and Rudy Smith hold the records in the second with one on. Catcher Dick
and turned over the mound this point, the 'Cats rallied to
"Yogi"
Yerg
had
a
fine
day
at
broad jump and 440 respectively for this particular meeting
the plate. The Nyack (N. Y.) chores to Jack Bennett. During score eight runs highlighted by
at 23 ft. 31/4 in. and 47.6 . . .
slugger had two for three, scored the course of events, which gave Murphy's circuit clout. However,
*
*
*
two runs and threw a "gotcha" Chick three new gray hairs, the Colby hung on to win as both
THE TENNIS. GOLF AND BASEBALL SQUADS all un- to his fans sealed in the first Bowdoins were mashing out two teams pushed across inconsederwent an aggravating week. Bob Peck's crew dropped five base pavilion. Hebb had three meager base hits and found quential runs.
themselves contented to languish
The State Series standings as
matches and won one in a grueling six-day marathon, while hits and batted in four runs, at
the plate while the Bates of Sunday. May 10th, arc as folwhile Hathaway had two safethe golfers added to their lack-lustre record two more de- ties and three runs batted in.
hurlers proceeded to walk eight lows:
feats . . . "We have really got to get going this week," said Loss To Colby Frosh
men. The Polar Bears sent 13
Standings
Leahey in reference to his frustrating squad. "We have not On Tuesday, May 5th, the men to the plate during the
W
L
Pet.
Colby
3
0
1.000
been able to put the three elements together, those being pitch- Luxmen lost a tough 6-5 contest inning and by the time the GarBATES
1
2
.333
2
ing, hitting and fielding. Our pitching has of late been bad, to the Colby Frosh at Waterville. net got their turn to hit the game
Maine
1
.333
was out of reach. Both teams
2
Bowdoin
1
.333
but our hitting and fielding have been good. However, I Dave Kramer went the route for added inconsequential runs in
the loss as his fast ball found
haven't given up — this is the week." The pastimers face willing greeters in the Colby the ninth frame for all they were
QUALITY GAS
Bowdoin today and then return to play their final three lineup.
worth.
games of the season against Northeastern (Friday), Clark The Baby Mules led 6-2 going Millett Leads Hitlers
GOOD USED CARS
into the eighth when the Kittens
In addition to Vana's home
(Saturday) and then Colby, the State Series leader . . .
tallied three runs. Hathaway run, the Garnet were having a
*
*
*
Used Tires - Excellent
sparked the rally with a two run fine afternoon at the expense of
BOBCAT BANTER: The awarding of the Hillman Trophy triple but was out at the plate Bowdoin's Ron Woods, but
Condition - $6.00
to Rudy took some of the sting out of losing to Maine and trying to stretch it. This was the couldn't get the run producing
was well-deserved recognition for the brilliant Fairfield, closest the Lewistonites came to hits. Bear Millett led the charge
Sacre's Economy
Conn., resident who gave the yokels something to talk about. tying it up. Pete Nichols led the with three hits and Norm Clarke
Corner
Rudy shot around a track, the condition of which resembled seven hit Bates attack with two and Joe Murphy added a pair
the Sanford Raceway after a hard night of drag racing . . . bingles.
Cor.
College
and Sabattus
apiece. But while allowing

Former basketball coach Verne Ullom, a popular figure in
his two-year stay at Bates, has been receiving the STUDENT
courtesy of Chick and enjoys his position as athletic director
at The Principia, Elsah, Illinois ... On the Softball front, the
Wednesday Night Social Gatherers bombed "THE DEN," 9-1,
while JB shelled a befuddled North team, 21-3, in two Hall
of Fame tilts . . .

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
LAW SCHOOL

BASKETBALL NOTICE
There will be a brief, but
important meeting of all
basketball candidates on Friday, May 15th, at 6:45 p. m.
in the Alumni Gym.

GROTTO
RESTAURANT
and HOTEL

Clark's Drug Store

Specializing in

DRUGS

Founded 1906
Approved by the American Bar Association

CHEMICALS

Selection of Diamonds

JEWELER '
83 Lisbon Street

Lewiston

BIOLOGICALS

Day, Evening and Graduate Divisions — Coeducational

Main St. at Bates St.

Fall Term commences:
Full-time Day Division
Part-time Evening Division

Italian - American
Food

See Our

September 23, 1959
September 16. 1959

Tel. 3-0031

COME IN and SEE DAVE
Class of '55
103 Main St.

Lewiston

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners

Scholarships available for outstanding applicants
For catalogue, application and information, address:
REGISTRAR, Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts
CApitol 7-1043

--»

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL

Campus Agents

69 SABATTUS STREET

WAYNE KANE
BILL HEIDEL
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Maine Ends Bates State Track Reign

CO-CAPTAIN PETE GARTNER slithers over the high jump bar at 5 ft., 10'/4 in. to give
the Garnet one of its six first places. Gartner also won this event last year.

880 RECORD-BREAKER — The superlative Mr. Smith is
shown about to complete one of the finest efforts of his career.

Rudy Awarded Hillman Memorial Trophy;
Black Bears Display Well-Balanced Attack
By DICK YERG
Walt Slovenski's defending
champion Bates College track
team, lacking the services'of
John Douglas finished second to the Black Bears of
UMaine Saturday

afternoon

at Seaverns Field, Colby College,

in

the

60th

Maine intercollegiate

annual
Track

and Field championship meet.
The
University of
Maine
showing
outstanding balance
captured the meet with 77
points. Bates, the defending
champs for the past two years,
was second with 58 MJ points,
Bowdoin took third with 27, and
host Colby a meager 2 Vis points.
Bates had six firsts, but failed to
place in three events.
Runs 880 In 1:54.1
Rudy Smith was selected by
the meet officials and newspaper
men as the 1959 winner of the
Alan Hillman Memorial Trophy
for the outstanding performance
in the meet. Rudy was the recipient of this same award in the
1957 State meet. Smith set the
only new record of the meet a
he won the 880-yard run in one
minute and 54.1 seconds, eclipsing the old mark of 1:55.6 set
by Dale Bessey of Maine last
year. The "Fairfield Flash" also
took a first in the C. Ray Thompson 440-yard run and a second
in the 220 for a total of 13 points.

Pete Gartner take second
and Dave Erdman third.
1958 champion. John Douglas, suited up for the qualifying trials in the morning
but his injury could not be
overcome, and his services
in this event as well as the
high jump and the hurdles
were sorely missed by the
Garnet. In the other jumping events. Pete Gartner took
the high jump with a leap of
5 feet. 10'j inches. Second
place saw a tie between Bob
Erdman and Frank Boyer of
Maine, and fourth place was
a tie between Jerry Walsh
and Maine's Thornton Ritx.
Dave Erdman copped lop
honors in the pole vault as he
cleared the bar at 12 ft. 6 in.,
and Paul Rideout tied for
fourth with Malcolm Gs^ham
of Colby.

Maine Distance Men Excel
The one-mile run was won by
Dale Bessey of Maine followed
by teammate Bill Daly in a winning time of four minutes, 27.8
seconds. Bates failed to score in
this event. A very exciting twomile run saw Bill Daly of Maine,
Les Moran of Bowdoin, and
freshman Reid James of Bates
running in that order within a
step of each other for the first
six laps of the eight lap race.
Finally Daly and Moran pulled
away from the Ossining, New
York, redhead and Daly sprinted the last half lap to finish with
a 10 minute, 12.9 second performance.
The Magee 120-yard high hurdles went to Bob Erdman and the
220-yard low hurdles was won
by Larry Wilkins of Bowdoin
with Bob Erdman second and
Jim Keenan thrd. Wilkins also
won the 220 dash and took second in the 100-yard dash.
Boston Stars
Larry Boston finished a bril-

liant third in the 880 behind Dale
Bessey of Maine and Rudy Smith,
who set a new meet record in this
event. 1958 100-yard dash champion, Phil Haskell of Maine, repeated in this event with Bowdoin's Wilkins second and Barry
Gilvar thrd. The 440-yard run
which saw Ralph Posner a
scratch several hours before post
time, was won by Smith and second place went to Bates' Lou Riviezzo. Dave Boone was running
a strong third until he tripped
and fell about 90 yards after the
start.
The final event of the afternoon was the 220-yard
dash which saw Rudy Smith
attempting to pick up his
third first place of the day.
Smith, the state record holder in this event with a 21.2
second performance of last
year, was beaten out by Wilkins, and Barry Gilvar finished a strong fourth.

LaPointe Wins Javelin
The weight events were dominated by Maine, as sophomore
Terrell Home took first places in
the hammer, the discus, and the
shot. Larry Hubbard took a
fourth for Bates in the shot put.
The Bobcats' one bright spot in
the weights was the javelin won
by Dick LaPointe with a throw
of 190 feet, 7 inches. Doug Mors<copped fourth place in this event.
The broad jump, won by
Roger Hale of Maine, saw

Here is the summary of the entire meet:
100 — Won by Haskell (M);
2, Wilkins (Bo); 3, Gilvar (Ba);
4, Delano (M). Time: 10.3 sec.
220 — Won by Wilkins (Bo);
2, Smith (Ba); 3, Haskell (M);
4, Gilvar (Ba). Time: 22.7 sec.
440 — Won by Smith (Ba); 2,
Riviezzo (Ba); 3. Conro (M); 4,
Safford (M). Time: 50.2 sec.
880 — Won by Smith (Ba); 2,
Bessey (M); 3, Boston (Ba); 4.
Spencer (M). Time: 1:54.1 (new
record).
Mile — Won by Bessey (M);
2, Daly (M); 3, Pettee (C); 4,
Richards (Bo). Time: 4:27.8.
Two Mile — Won by Daly
(M); 2, Moran (Bo); 3, James
(Ba); 4, Grindell (M). Time:
10:12.9.
220 Low Hurdles — Won by
Wilkins (Bo); 2, Bob Erdman
(Ba); 3, Keenan (Ba); 4, Elliot
(Bo). Time: 15.9 sec.
120 High Hurdles — Won by
Bob Erdman (Ba); 2, Ives (M);
3, Dore (M); 4, Elliot (Bo).
Time: 15.9 sec.
Pole Vault — Won by Dave
Erdman (Ba); 2, Linekin (M);
3, Dubois (M); 4, tie, Rideout
(Ba) and Graham (C). Hgt., 12'
6".
Broad Jump — Won by Hale
(M); 2, Gartner (Ba); 3, Dave
Erdman (Ba); 4, Linekin (M).
Dis., 21' 9%".
High Jump — Won by Gartner
(Ba); 2, tie, Dave Erdman (Ba)
and Beyer (M); 4, tie, Walsh
(Ba) and Ritz (M). Hgt., 5'
10'A".
Hammer Throw — Won by
Home (M); 2, Haviland (Bo);
3, Hannah (M); 4, Stiles (M).
Dis., 153', 4".
Discus — Won by Home (M);
2, Hannah (M); 3, Turner (Bo);
4, Hunt (M). Dis., 143', 7V4".
Shot Put — Won by Home
(M); 2, Jackson (M); 3, Vette
(Bo); 4, Hubbard (Ba). Dist.,
43', 11«".
Javelin — Won by LaPointe
(Ba); 2, Spencer (M); 3, Tripp
(Bo); 4, Morse (Ba). Dis., 190',
7".
Freshman one mile medley relay — Won by Bates; 2, Maine;
3. Bowdoin; 4, Colby. Winning
team: Scofield, Lersch, Alexander and Janke. Time: 3:46.4
(does not count in scoring).

L&A BOWLING
ALLEYS
8 Ash Street
10 ALLEYS
Automatic Pin Setters
SNACK BAR
Open During the Week and
All Day Sat. and Sun.

BEATS WALKING — Rudy Smith receives free- transportation from his jubilant teammates after the announcement that he had been awarded the Hillman Trophy.

Dial 2-9103
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Tennismen Suffer Blitz; Middle Nine Backs Into' A' Lead;
Drop Five Close Matches JB Clinches 'B' Championship

ute win on the strength of a
doubles victory again at the expense of Graham and MacKenzie. This lasted to almost 7:30
before the final point was decided. The score was 10-8, 5-7, 6-3.
The Bates squad on the whole
put up a great fight after winning only two of the singles. The
duos of Ralph Bixler and Bruce
Kean and Jeff Mines and Craig
Parker both came away with
victories but it wasn't quite
Dump Bowdoin
enough.
Bates started the week's work
in a very impressive manner by Cats Worn Out
wiping the Bowdies off the court
Feeling the effects of the prewith a resounding 7-2 victory vious day's match the netmen
down at Brunswick. Coach Bob were dealt an avenging defeat by
Peck's crew swept five of the six Bowdoin. The Polar Bears sursingles and also took two of the prised all concerned by coming
doubles. Returning home the out on top of a 5-4 score. This
next day for the remainder of time again it was the doubles
the week with a chance to im- that told the story with Mines
prove their standing in the State and Parker losing the crucial
the Bobcats faltered against a one, 4-6, 9-7, 6-2. Without trying
surprisingly strong University of to make excuses for the boys it
Maine team. The match went was very obvious that they were
down to the wire with Dave Gra- all exhausted.
ham and Neil MacKenzie finally
Beat Babson
being beaten by the duo of SterClosing out the week
itt and White at second doubles
against Babson Institute, the
for the 5-4 victory by the score
Cats played better tennis
of 6-4, 4-6, 9-7. On Wednesday,
than they had on the previthe Jumbos from Tufts came up
ous day and thus came off
from the South on their annual
the courts with a decisive 7-2
Northern trip and went home
victory. The brightest spot
with a convincing 7-2 victory
was the victory of Bixler at
over the Cats. Bates was only
number one singles, 6-2, 6-4.
able to salvage two singles
This win broke a six match
against them.
losing streak for Ralph. Also
Marathon Match
the doubles team played a
bettor brand of tennis at
On Thursday it was the same
they swept all three without
story with the defending Colby
the loss of a set.
Mules sneaking out a last minLast Saturday brought to an
end a most frustrating week of
solid tennis for the Bates netmen. It was a week that saw six
matches played in six days. This
was due to the previous week of
rain that forced cancellation of
three matches. As a result of this
past week the Cats now boast of
an even .500 record with four
wins and four defeats. In State
Series competition they are 1-3.

DeWITT
HOTEL
Nearest the College
DINING
ROOM

FOR THE BEST IN

GOOD THINGS
TO EAT
ALL THE TIME . . . ITS

COOPER'S

COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

Sabaltus Street
We Serve The Best

TeL 4-5491

,

Yes, It's True:

Learn to Fly
FOR ONLY
You Bet It's True
Now you can learn to fly at the Lewiston-Aubum Airport for
only S1.00 a Day. Under the direction of our expert instructors
learning to fly is as easy as driving your car.
Mr. Student, investigate the many advantages of using an airplane for your pleasure or future business travel needs. The
low cost will amaze you. Send for our "Who Me Fly" Booklet
without obligation.

\^~ZZZZZZZJ
I Address
I Phone
I School
|
Maine Aviation Corp.,
Auburn, Maine

MAINE

I Aviation Corp.
LEWISTON-AUBURN
I
AIRPORT
| Auburn, Me.
Tel. 3-2662
i

By CHARLIE MESHAKO
Smith Middle backed into the lead of the "A" League this week when John Bertram
Hall mustered enough runs to squeeze by an undermanned Smith North team last Thursday evening before a large noisy crowd of softball lovers. It just wasn't a good day for
the men of Smith North.
•
Middle Saved
Middle (3-0) is assured of at
least a tie for the championship
as they were saved from facing
the men of North when rain
washed out their only scheduled
meeting of the season. Middle
concludes their season play
against lowly West Parker on

Linksters Drop
Two Matches In
Me. Competition
The Garnet golf team ran
into a pair of stiff encounters
in State Series competition
last week as they were
blanked by Colby, 7 to 0, and
then traveled to Brunswick
where they were trimmed by
Bowdoin 5'/2 to l1/}- The pair
of losses left the Bobcats with
a 1-3 record in Series competition and with a 1-7 overall slate.
Prepare For Tournament
The 'Cats returned to Series
action yesterday with a match at
Maine and travel to Durham today to meet the University of
New Hampshire. Tomorrow they
will travel to Waterville to meet
Colby and then the Garnet return to Martindale to meet Clark
in preparation for the State
Tournament here next Tuesday.
In losing to Colby the Bobcats
were in contention in six of the
seven individual matches. Tom
Hawkins went 20 holes before
falling to Charlie Shore one up
and Bob Zering, playing in the
number one position, lost to
State Junior Champion Ralph
Noel of Auburn, one up on the
nineteenth hole.
Fail On Last Hoi*
The match with the Polar
Bears was much the same story
as the Garnet were in the running right to the end. The lone
bright spot of the afternoon was
the fine performance of Ross
Deacon who overpowered Dave
Humphrey 6 and 5 in the most
one-sided match of the afternoon. The two teams split a point
in the number four match as Jon
Prothero and Lee Hitchcock
played to a draw. The difference in the match was decided
on the last hole in three of the
matches which the Garnet
dropped.

The longest clout of the day
came with East in front 6-3 and
Doug Rowe having the honor of
swooshing one out of every one's
reach. This set the stage for
Wade's next inning critical blast.
North ended its own season
Dick Watkins, Harold Smith, and
Sunday in typical "Home of
Dick Parker led East in their
Champions" style as they made
clubbing of Bill Davis' offerings.
short work of the East Parker
contest. North, the dorm that has JB Tops 'B" League
the smallest total of eligible
The "B" League was wrapped
representatives for intramural
up Sunday afternoon when
competition made a name for it- blooping singles and errors were
self throughout the campus this the menu of the day for JB in
year as it scrapped like a true
their encounter with the North
bobcat in every battle against
nine. North moved ahead 4-3
its larger foes.
but booted away the laurels as
Playing their hearts out
they racked up more than their
share of errors. Mr. Bertram's
Sunday afternoon in their
representatives went on to win
final collegiate softball com16-8.
petition in true North tradiContributors of eye-popping
tion were Dave Smith, Wally
belts for the Smith men were
Neff, Jack DeGange, Jerry
Dick Grentzenberg, Chris Miller,
Davis, Dave Walsh, Fred
and Howie Richard. Winning
Drayion, John Makowsky,
chucker Frank Holz had the
and Jack Keigwin.
capable support of Dave Blesoff,
Dick Kraus, and Al Schwartz in
Faculty Wins, 16-2
the field and all three proved
The Faculty team raised a few their wealth as they turned in
eyebrows Friday evening as they run-saving plays. Butch Allen
walloped West Parker 16-2 be- and Jim Hall were damage doers
hind the five hit pitching of Don with the bats as they banged out
Barrios. Manager Bob Peck's ar- two singles apiece.
ray, its hitters impotent for most Roger Bill 11, South 6
of the season because of miserSmith South may be big league
able weather, found Friday's
"Gotcha" players but they don't
sunshine to its liking and poundfare as well on Garcclon Field
ed out 15 hits, five of them for
with the ball and bat boys.
extra bases.
South went down to defeat 11-6
Milt Lindholm, Hoosag Greg- at the hands of the up and comory, Wayne Steele, Bob Hatch, ing Roger Williams nine. A main
Walt Slovenski, Ernest Lexen, factor in the "Wee People's" deand Peck had the fans buzzing as feat was the absence of Leroy
they continually broad shoulder- Chute, John Curry's battery
ed the ball in the severe shelling mate. Curry's "Wee People" repof Dresser, Bishop & Co. The resentatives included George
Faculty who have been a slow Deuillet, Bruce Bailey, Jim
starter this year look like they Swartchild, Howie Reed, Garrit
are finally jelling. Barrios, who vanBurke, Ernie Beer, Garrett
is a Lewiston native, a Bates Walker, and Fred Small. Big Jon
alumnus, a basketball referee, Putnam was on the mound for
and a Bates football scout had Roger Bill and he won his first
West swatting the air as he un- outing of the year in easy fashfurled a wide assortment of as- ion. Small was the heavy lumber
pirin tablets.
swinger for South as he tapped
in three runs.
Rookies Scare Middle
May 18. Middle is rated as a
heavy favorite in that contest
since West, now in a youth movement, is concentrating on molding a team for future years.

East Parker, fielding a team
composed mainly of beardless,
untried, rookies, scared Middle
before bowing 7-6 in a heartbreaker for the cellar dwellers.
Reliable Bill Wade thumped a
bases loaded triple in the bottom of the seventh to prevent
the flopperoo.

Luiggi's Pizzeria
— Features —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
Telephone 2-0701
Corner Horton and Sabaltus Streets
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF S3.00 OR MORE

Hold Lead
Roger Bill was in front all the
way in winning their second
contest of the year. Ken McAfee,
Larry Ryall, Mike "The Milford
Terror" Powers and Bill Hawksworth all hit safely in leading
Roger Bill to victory. It should
be noted that Rene Goldmuntz
and his men are playing at a
.500 clip, something which intramural fans consider nothing
short of a sensational deed.
"A" League
W
3
3
2
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
2
2
4

W
4
3
2
2
1
1
1

L
0
1
2
2
2
3
4

Smith Middle
Smith North
John Bertram
West Parker
Faculty
East Parker
"B" League
John Bertram
Smith North
Roger Williams
Smith Middle
Off Campus
Smith South
West Parker

